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Introduction



Why is this dude smiling?



Who is he, anyway?



Dr. Hwang Woo Suk



Successfully cloned a dog



Successfully cloned a dog

“Snuppy”



Most famous for 
making STEM cells from 

11 cloned embryos



1 problem



At least 9 of 11 were 
fabricated.



At least 9 of 11 were 
fabricated.



NY TIMES





2 YEARS PRISON 

EXPELLED FROM UNIVERSITY 

BARRED FROM RESEARCH 

PAPERS RETRACTED



His poor judgement hurt 
many careers...



Big question....



How do you prevent this 
from happening to you?



www.lcatalytics.com
Use a laptop, smartphone, iPad, etc:

Go to LCatalytics.com 

Click “Create student account”

Click “I have a signup code”

SIGN UP CODE IS DEMO 

SESSION 531841



1 Respect for persons
2 Beneficence
3 Justice

3 Basic Principles to Guide Human Subjects Research



2 basic ideas: 

1. Individuals should be treated as autonomous agents. 

2. Persons with diminished autonomy are entitled to 
additional protections.

Principle 1: Respect for persons                                     



2 basic ideas: 

1. Do no harm
-Doing harm is called maleficence 

2. Maximize possible benefits and minimize possible harms

Principle 2: Beneficence

Excerpted from http://phrp.nihtraining.com/



Justice requires fairness in how individuals and groups are 
treated during research and equity in bearing the burdens 
and receiving the benefits of the research. 

Principle 3: Justice

Excerpted from http://phrp.nihtraining.com/



Federal definition of a human subject

A human subject is: a living individual about whom an 
investigator conducting research obtains...

1. Data through intervention or interaction with the 
individual, or

2. Identifiable private information

Excerpted from http://phrp.nihtraining.com/



Federal definition of death

“A person is dead when physicians determine, by applying 
prevailing clinical criteria, that cardiorespiratory or brain 
functions are absent and cannot be retrieved.” (p. 309, 
Neuroethics). 

A person is brain dead “when ‘all functions of the entire brain, 
including the brain stem’ have irreversibly ceased.” (p. 309, 
Neuroethics). 



CASE STUDIES



since 2006: You are an undergraduate student at Florida State and you have 
done work in Dr. Falk’s group there for 3 years, looking at what different brain 
structures can tell us about people

summer 2009: you do a summer in Dr. Schell’s lab at Harvard on drugs that 
effect brain structure

fall 2009: Schell asks you to prepare a research paper on a new drug you have 
tested  

Eric, a postdoc in Dr. Falk’s group, want’s to be a co-author because:

-he trained you in basic research methods that you used at Harvard
-you wrote the paper while you were at Harvard, not at Florida 

CASE STUDY A



Just before submitting the paper where you are first author, Dr. Schell calls you 
to let you know that she is submitting an invention disclosure and that a 
pharmaceutical company has already agreed to provide Harvard a 2M yearly 
listing fee for the new drug. You and all the paper’s authors will share Harvard’s 
“inventor share” of $600K.

CASE STUDY A



The correct approach to issues of authorship:

•determine if your lab or the journal has an authorship requirements, if not, use 
ours (next slide)

•discuss the contents of the paper and authorship with all parties involved 
before beginning to write the paper, agree who will be responsible for each part

•ensure every author satisfies all authorship requirements
 
•include a paragraph at the end of the paper detailing author contributions AND 
acknowledgements for important non authors   

CASE STUDY A



My lab’s authorship requirements:

Each author must be willing to take full, public responsibility for the content of 
the paper and have made substantial contributions to: 

•either the conception and design or the analysis and interpretation of the data

•drafting the article or revising it critically for important intellectual content

•final approval of the version to be published

CASE STUDY A



CASE STUDY B

Dr. Schell asks you to take some images of cells in the brain of 
fish that have been effected by mercury. You find small mercury 
deposits and pull them out on a slide. You show them to Dr. 
Schell and she asks you to prepare an image to present to your 
group. She is so impressed, she decides to submit the image to 
the journal Animal Brain. 



CASE STUDY B



CASE STUDY B

The editor of Animal Brain calls Dr. Schell and asks for an 
original, unedited microscope image for posting on their 
website. 



CASE STUDY C

Einstein’s Brain



CASE STUDY C

1. Read the email from Dean Falk
2. Join your assigned group. 
3. Prepare a short (3-5 sentences) case study and a question 
for the class on the case of Einstein’s Brain. 



QUICK START GUIDE FOR MAKING 
ETHICAL DECISIONS 



The Newspaper Test

1. Imagine what you are preparing to do (or someone you are 
working is doing) will be reported the next day on the front page of 
your local newspaper.

2. Are you 100% comfortable having your advisor/ employer, 
colleagues, friends, and family know exactly what you are involved 
in?



The Newspaper Test



What is the first thing you would do?

most common response
consult my mentor

Strategies for making decisions



What if the issue involved your 
mentor?

Strategies for making decisions



Quick Start Guide to 
GOOD Decisions

G Listen to your GUT, it is often the first to tell you 
something is wrong.

O
OUTLINE the possible consequences of all your 

decisions according to the principles of respect for 
persons, beneficence, and justice

O seek the OPINION of a third party (your mentor or 
REU supervisor)

D DO The Newspaper Test
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